The capacity of the isolated chromatic system to perceive global motion was tested in a 40-deg visual field by use of random-dot kinematograms. The method of equivalent cone contrasts was used to directly compare the chromatic and the achromatic systems. The minimum number of dots necessary to correctly identify the motion direction was on the order of 20% for the isochromatic conditions, whereas thresholds were rarely obtained in the chromatic conditions. For both the isochromatic and the chromatic conditions, the central visual field was the most sensitive area, whereas the periphery was slightly less sensitive. This study suggests that the chromatic system does not efficiently integrate local motion cues to generate a global motion percept.
INTRODUCTION
Previous evidence suggests that the chromatic system can process motion information. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] However, the role of the chromatic system in the perception of motion is not well defined. The motion system either ignores the color information, uses both luminance and color, or treats the color information as an independent input to motion. The type of input (sole contribution or interaction with the luminance system) of the chromatic system to the motion system may depend on the type of cues used in the motion task and the different parameters.
The motion-nulling paradigm 1,7-9 relies on local cues; the chromatic system uses the changing position of the color-defined gratings to produce a motion percept. The percept of moving colored gratings differs from that of moving achromatic gratings. For example, the perceived speed of moving colored gratings is slower, 8 and the motion percept is not smooth. 10 A further study 11 has demonstrated that jerky motion is present only for stimuli of low contrast; increasing the contrast of the chromatic display contributed to a smooth motion percept. Nonetheless, the chromatic input is present and is sufficient to produce a motion percept independent of the achromatic system.
Motion studies using plaids have shown that two different sources of local cues (two achromatic gratings) can be combined to produce a single motion percept (a coherent plaid), referred to as a second-order process. 12, 13 Reports by Krauskopf and Farell 12 and Cropper et al. 13 showed that chromatic information did not interact with luminance information: Transparent motion was perceived (two motion directions are simultaneously perceived) when a luminance grating and a chromatic grating were superimposed, so in this case local cues were not integrated to generate a unified motion percept. However, two superimposed chromatic plaids produced coherent motion. 13 Furthermore, coherent motion was perceived for gratings along the same chromatic axis and for gratings along different chromatic axes for small differences in orientation (less than 30 deg). Thus, the chromatic system integrated local cues for the perception of secondorder motion.
Other studies have shown that luminance and chromatic information interact to produce a motion percept; for example, motion aftereffects 3 and global motion with random dots. 14 Edwards and Badcock 15 showed that adding color to the changing polarity of luminancecontrast signal dots improved performance on a global motion task. In this case, color helped resolve the ambiguous motion information. This suggests an interaction of chromatic and luminance information for global motion signals.
Thus far, evidence suggests that the chromatic system can process local motion signals 1, 5, 6 and that it can do so in a 80-deg visual field. 7 The present study examined whether the chromatic system alone can integrate local signals to perceive global motion with use of a randomdot-kinematogram motion paradigm. 14 The questions we addressed are as follows:
1. Can the chreomatic system interpret global motion signals when it is isolated by the use of isoluminant stimuli?
2. If we equate the chromatic and the achromatic systems for cone contrasts, are the two systems equivalent in terms of performance?
3. Are there any visual-field asymmetries for global motion processing?
METHODS

A. Observers
The two authors (JF and LB) and a third observer (AH) participated in this study. All subjects had normal color vision and normal or corrected-to-normal acuity.
B. Apparatus
The stimuli were generated on a Macintosh IIfx and presented on a standard RGB 13-in. Apple monitor. The spectral output was as described by Faubert. 16, 17 The entire monitor screen was used, resulting in a 24 ϫ 18 deg 2 rectangular region viewed from a 57-cm distance. The phosphors' coordinates were measured with a Minolta CS-100 chromometer (red:
x ϭ 0.649; y ϭ 0.495 and yellow: x ϭ 0.415; y ϭ 0.495). The mean luminance was 16 cd/m 2 . A diffusing surface was used to filter high spatial frequencies and to minimize the effect of transverse chromatic aberration. The filter, which was a thin drawing paper, absorbed 6 cd/m 2 , thus leaving a mean luminance of 10 cd/m 2 .
C. Stimuli
The stimuli were developed with characteristics previously described.
14 The stimuli consisted of 10 global motion sequences of 100 random dots. A global motion sequence consisted of 2 frames, therefore each dot's path lasted one jump. A stimulus consisted of 20 frames. The duration of each frame was 30, 60, 90, or 120 ms, and the total stimuli durations were 600, 1200, 1800, and 2400 ms, respectively. Dot diameter was 8 pixels, which represented 1 deg. The spatial step of each dot was 1 deg. The stimulus velocities presented were 16.6, 8.3, 5.6, or 4.16 degrees per second (dps). 100 dots were presented in each frame, resulting in a dot density of 0.23 dots/deg 2 per frame. The diffusing surface made the dots appear as blobs. The noise dots shared the same attributes as the signal dots, i.e., one jump. The path of the noise dots took any of the eight possible directions (phi motion). The background of the screen was yellow for the two conditions. In the chromatic condition, all the dots were red and were isoluminant to the yellow background. In the isochromatic condition (luminance defined dots), all the dots were yellow, as was the background (which had the same luminance profile as in the chromatic condition), with cone contrast equivalent to that in the chromatic condition.
D. Equivalent Cone Contrast
In the chromatic condition, the subject found his or her isoluminance point between red and yellow by using heterochromatic flicker for each different dot velocity. At that specific value, the colors were equal in luminance and differed only in terms of chromatic contrast. We calculated the cone contrast of the L and M cones at isoluminance following the cone fundamentals of Smith and Pokorny 18 ( Fig. 1 ):
C C was the chromatic contrast, C i was the isochromatic (luminance) contrast, O was the point at which the L-and M-cone contrasts were equal to zero, OA was the vector describing the L and M-cone contrasts of the background of the screen along the yellow vector, and OB was the vector describing the L-and M-cone contrast of the red component. Once we established the value of C C (which was also the isoluminance point), C i took the same value (for an equivalent cone contrast). Then we obtained OC, which represented the value along the yellow vector. So the background (OA) and the yellow dots (OC) had equivalent cone contrast similar to that in the condition with red dots and yellow background (see Fig. 1 ). The contrast in the both conditions was ϳ15%, although it varied somewhat between observers and visual field locations.
E. Procedure
During each session, subjects ran three randomly determined conditions. The different conditions were global motion sequences presented at one of four different dot velocities (16.6, 8.3, 5.6, and 4.16 dps) and at one of the five different locations in the visual field (fixation at the fovea and at 20 deg of eccentricity from the center of the display in the temporal, superior, nasal, and inferior visual fields) for either the chromatic or the luminance dots, resulting in a total of 40 conditions. Isoluminance was determined before each chromatic condition, i.e., for each visual field location, with use of a heterochromatic flicker method. The method consisted of flickering the stationary chromatic dots at 16 Hz. Testing was done monocularly (with the preferred eye of each subject). The number of signal levels was 7, within a range of 50 signal dots between the lowest and highest levels assessed, for both the isochromatic and the isoluminant conditions. These levels were log scaled. The number of dots on the screen was always 100. For the isochromatic conditions, the levels were between 5 and 55 signal dots, which is between 5% and 55% signal dots. For the majority of the isoluminant conditions, the levels were between 50 and 100 signal dots. However, if the threshold was lower than 50 signal dots (as calculated by a probit analysis) the condition was run again with a 50-signal-dot range between the lowest and the highest number of dots. Thresholds were obtained from the minimum number of signal dots necessary for correct identification of the global direction of motion 62.5% of the time. A method of Luminance increases along each vector but chrominance remains identical.
constant stimuli with a four-alternative forced-choice paradigm was used (up, down, right, left). Twenty trials per coherence level were presented, and seven coherence levels were assessed, for a total of 140 trials per condition. Thresholds were calculated by means of a probit analysis.
RESULTS
Thresholds for the visual field positions are plotted in Fig.  2 as a function of dot velocity for each observer. Thick lines represent data for the isochromatic condition, dashed lines for the isoluminant condition. Most of the thresholds for the isoluminant (chromatic) condition, when we did get a threshold (28 times out of 60 conditions; the remaining thresholds were not attainable even at 100% coherence), were above 50% coherence, indicating that the chromatic system was rather weak at the global motion task when the color input was the only source of cue. The few instances where the thresholds were lower than 50% were at the fovea for 4.16 and 16.6 dps for observer JF and at the fovea for 8.6 dps and also in the temporal field for 5.6 dps for observer LB. At first we thought that the reason we obtained lower thresholds for these specific conditions might have been an incorrect isoluminance setup. We retested the isoluminance equilibrium for these conditions (fovea at 4.16 and 16.6 dps for observer JF, fovea at 8.6 dps and temporal field at 5.6 dps for observer LB). The isoluminance values were the same as originally found, and the thresholds were also identical. In general, decreasing dot velocity had no effect on thresholds for the color condition.
Thresholds for the isochromatic condition were approximately four times lower than for the chromatic system. The mean coherence level for the achromatic system was on the order of 19.76 dots, which is within the range of previous reports. 15 Performance was stable for the three fastest dot velocities. Decreasing the dots' velocity to 4.16 dps decreased sensitivity for every observer. The type of dot effect is apparent from the separation between the chromatic threshold curves from the achromatic thresholds (see Fig. 2 ). Foveal stimulation (the stimulus covering the central 20 deg of the visual field) resulted in lowest thresholds.
DISCUSSION
The results of the present study suggest that the chromatic system is very inefficient in integrating global motion cues. Movement was perceived, but subjects failed to identify accurately the direction of motion. Therefore the chromatic system does not reliably use this kind of global cue (random dots) to extract the motion direction. Colors may increase the input in cases where the signal is weak or ambiguous, 15 but as the only cue, colors do not provide a reliable source of input into the global motion system. In fact, observers reported that at the 100% coherence level (all the dots were moving in the same direction) there was a subset of dots perceived as moving in other directions.
We decided to introduce a slower velocity (4.16 dps) that would optimize the input of the chromatic system. Sensitivity increased somewhat in the chromatic condition, but the data do not show a clear trend. At the lowest velocity, for both the isochromatic and the chromatic conditions, the motion percept was not smooth; the dots appeared to be moving abruptly. Researchers on color motion has previously reported the absence of smooth motion 10 with local motion cues, but they regarded it as a characteristic response of the chromatic system to a motion stimulus and considered the input of color to be important. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] However, the present study does not pro- vide evidence that the chromatic system processes global motion cues independent of the achromatic system. The aim of the study was to compare the chromatic and the achromatic systems. We used the same parameters in the two conditions. The only difference was that chromatic contrast was used in the color condition, whereas luminance contrast was used in the isochromatic condition. To compensate for this difference, the L-and Mcone contrast in the two conditions was made equivalent. A direct comparison of the chromatic and the achromatic systems highlights the weakness of the chromatic system when left to its own devices for global motion processing. The thresholds for the isochromatic conditions were at least four times lower than for the chromatic conditions. In the chromatic conditions two out of the three observers obtained thresholds in the central field (foveal fixation), but the thresholds were quite high (ϳ50% of coherence). Overall, the central field was the most sensitive area of the visual field in integrating global motion cues in the chromatic conditions. In the isochromatic conditions, thresholds were lower at the foveal fixation and in the nasal field; further global motion cues were integrated for up to 20 deg of eccentricity along each of the four principal axes in the visual field. However, we did not observe a superior versus inferior visual field difference for global motion processing. Previous evidence 19 suggested that the lower visual field was more specialized for motion detection, whereas the upper visual field was more specialized for color perception. In our previous study 7 we observed, with a first-order motion task, that the lower visual field was more sensitive to chromatic motion than the upper visual field. Another study, by Edwards and Badcock, 20 showed that the lower visual field was more sensitive than the upper visual field to motion-in-depth global motion signals. However, the present study does not demonstrate such a discrepancy. The very nature of a global motion task requires integration of the motion signals over larger receptive fields such as those found in the medial temporal area.
14 Also, motion-in-depth global motion signals might be processed by a different mechanism that processes translating motion. This may explain why we do not find selective differences in sensitivity across different visual field positions, as is found for motion processing of local cues. 7, 19 
CONCLUSION
The chromatic system processes local motion cues [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] and second-order-type motion (plaids) 13 but not global motion cues, whereas the achromatic system processes all of the above. This difference suggests that the chromatic and the achromatic systems have independent motion analyzers for both local and global cues. Furthermore, although experiments on chromatic motion with use of local cues have demonstrated that the chromatic system can be efficient in processing motion, we cannot, based on our present results, consider the chromatic system to be a complete and efficient motion processing system, at least for the interpretation of global cues. Thus far, evidence has suggested that color can resolve conflicting motion information, 6, 15 and in the light of the study by Edwards and Badcock, 15 a more realistic attribution of the chromatic system to global motion is that of a qualitative nature that may serve as a enhancer of already existing global motion inputs from the achromatic system.
